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In 2020 enormous evolutionary changes are occurring impacting on all of us
living on this planet. Along with millions of others, it is also my belief that
this current phenomenon is ultimately part of a ‘Universal Conscious
Awakening’ and potentially for each of us we will experience this transition
on a spiritual, mental, psychological, societal and environmental basis.
The Egyptian Cartouche Cards was first developed and introduced by Murry Hope
through her seminal work “The Way of The Cartouche,” in 1980. In context, her
divination discipline provided seekers of Truth with a fully comprehensive metaphysical
method for attuning to the inner self. Inspired by the original book references I will
always remain extremely grateful for Murry's work and divination contribution. She now
continues her journey in the etheric-spirit world and we wish her well. This ‘beginners
manual’ and other related cartouche style card references are testament to her legacy.
An extract from my introductory ‘beginners manual’ follows.

PHILIP CROUCH: INTRODUCTION TO-A MANUAL FOR BEGINNERS

Since 1985 the original Egyptian Cartouche Cards developed by Murry Hope have
been an applied divination practice tool for others and myself across the globe.
Where ever possible I’ve encouraged many other seekers of Truth to apply this
Egyptian Cartouche Card methodology practice. Since the later 1970s onwards
other divination tools I’ve used include Tarot, I’Ching, Runes, and Numerology.
Whilst maintaining personal reasoning, intuitive awareness, and probability of
understanding, each contributing to deeper conscious spirituality exploration.
Since the late 1970s, my spiritual journey has included study, research, group
work, consultations, workshops and more of topics from an afterlife, dreams,
consciousness, to UFOs and more. Inspiration for “Egyptian Cartouche Cards-A
Beginners Manual” came whilst developing a series of conscious spirituality
compendiums in 2020. This manual has fully considered developmentally the task
faced by people approaching divination practices in order to gain new insights.
PURPOSE OF THIS ‘BEGINNERS MANUAL’
The primary purpose of this free ‘beginners manual’ is to encourage seekers of
Truth to explore these simple step-by-step guidelines. Purposefully, the process
enables people with limited awareness or experience of any metaphysical
divination to develop their card practices. As Pierre Teilhard De Chardin, Silver
Birch, Spiritual Light teachings and others inform us "we are each a spirit having
a human experience, not a human having a spiritual experience.”
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DIVINATION PRACTICES: THREE KEY INTERPRETATION THEMES
Divination means ‘after the things of nature or psychic and can be interpreted as
the art and science of probability.’ This meaning can be applied to most forms of
metaphysical interpretation including: Tarot, Runes, Playing Cards, and I’Ching.

The “Egyptian Cartouche Cards-A Beginners Manual” apply three key divination
themes when responding to your questions, concerns, spiritual query, dream
interpretation, or material query. When the deck of cards are shuffled and the
FACE[S] turned over, they may appear either in an UPRIGHT or REVERSED
position. Different reference meanings apply to both. These three themes are
Spiritual, Psychological and Material.

KEY: (1) SPIRITUAL/ TRANSPERSONAL/SUPPER CONSCIOUS
At this level the card[s] selected take into consideration thoughts, or concepts,
concerning any religious, faith based, spirituality, past lives and more. As with
every single question, problem posed, enquiry, meditative contemplation, or
dream reflection—once the cards are shuffled and placed FACE down consider
whether they’re in an UPRIGHT,or REVERSED position. Different reference
meanings apply to both.

KEY: (2) PSYCHOLOGICAL/MENTAL/SUB-CONSCIOUS
States of mind, ideas, attitudes, personalities of self [or someone being read for…]
must take into consideration the interplay between the relationships of those
involved with the original query. Once the card[s] are shuffled and placed FACE
down consider whether they’re in an UPRIGHT or REVERSED position. Different
reference meanings apply to both.

KEY: (3) PSYCHOLOGICAL/MENTAL/SUB-CONSCIOUS
Energies considered at this level are usually relating to everyday events, home,
work, learning environment, other practicalities and ‘down-to-earth’ concerns.
When the card[s] are shuffled and placed FACE down consider whether they’re in
an UPRIGHT or REVERSED position. Different reference meanings apply to both.
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An Example
After shuffling the complete deck of your cartouche
cards, and following any selected divination
template guide in this manual, place your card
FACE down on the table then turn it over. When
determining the reference meaning to your original
query always apply your own reasoning ability,
judgement, intuition, and common sense.
Remember a selected card[s] have either an
UPRIGHT or REVERSED reference meaning.
Always express your sincere gratitude to your
‘spirit inspirers’ for their help!

Card Number

Each card also has a corresponding number in the top left hand corner.
#24 ANKH
Emotional Love, Fulfilment, Understanding, Balance,
The Breath of Life, Protection.

— Ankh represents love, depending on which area of life is in
question. It could represent a good marriage,a love affair,
love of money,material possessions,friendships,
— Love of writing or communication, law, order, and discipline,
— A “key” to life’s opportunities,
—You are open to receive new opportunities, within either an
existing, or new relationship,
— A time when you feel spiritually, and also emotionally fulfilled,
— It can suggest that someone you’re in a relationship with is
helping you connect to a progressive spiritual purpose.

REVERSED: Infatuation, rejection, death, think twice before
taking,withdrawal, loss of material possessions,
The above card, ANKH is number 24, of 25 Egyptian Cartouche Cards and is
and represents a minor card. The complete manual contains all twenty five
reference meanings.
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S E T o f 25 Egyptian Cartouche Cards
MAJOR ARCARNUM # 1 - #10

MINOR CARDS # 11 - #25
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MANUAL EXAMPLE: .
DIVINATION TEMPLATE GUIDE
STEP ONE: THE QUERY
Take a few deep breaths and create an inner feeling of peace before formulating
your query. Next, pick up the deck of 25 cards, and while holding them in your
hand, clearly and concisely think of your question, concern, problem, spiritual
knowledge query, a dream interpretation or an everyday material thought.
Hold this thought in your mind for at least two minutes before shuffling the cards,
don’t let your thoughts ‘wander astray.’
STEP TWO: SELECTING THE CARD
Shuffle the 25 cards for one-two minutes making sure you can only see the BACKS
of them—avoid looking at card FACES. Next, place the whole deck of cards on to
a flat surface, FACES down (with only the backs showing). Place your left or right
hand over the whole deck and from anywhere in the pack select a single card.
Now, turn that card over to reveal its FACE. Next, is the card selected in an
UPRIGHT, or REVERSED position? Both have very different reference meanings.
STEP THREE: IS THIS A MAJOR OR MINOR CARD?
Next, on the card FACE, there is a number in the top left-hand corner. If the
number is between #1 and #10, it corresponds with a Major Arcarnum, go directly
to pages 6 - 11 here. Conversely, if the number in the top left-hand corner is
between #11 and #25, these are Minor cards, go directly to pages 12 - 19 here.

STEP FOUR: WHAT IS THE REFERENCE MEANING OF THIS CARD?
This final step is determined by which Major or Minor card reference meanings
from the above pages you are intuitively drawn to, and how this corresponds with
your question, concern, problem, spiritual knowledge query, a dream
interpretation or an everyday material thought. Free will always applies to your
reasoning, intuitive thoughts or feelings.
One important thing to remember is whether the selected card was in an
UPRIGHT or REVERSED, position, both have very different meanings. As a matter
of divination practice, I always record my initial query, chosen card […or cards]
date, reference card meaning selected, and any additional intuitive thoughts in a
journal.
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EGYPTIAN CARTOUCHE CARDS

Compiled by
Philip Crouch 2020

WHAT’S IN THIS 64 PAGE BEGINNERS MANUAL?
—An Introduction and background to Egyptian Cartouche Cards
—An easy complete step-by-step guide to making your own small cards
—Six forms of easy divination methods from a Single Card to The Celtic Cross
—Two complete examples of applying the step-by-step divination guidelines
—Easy to find card reference meanings for your final interpretation
—Identifiable key reference themes using this metaphysical discipline and
encouragement to assist building person practice confidences
—Appendices and further suggested study of conscious spirituality and associated
topics including Runes
Enquiries, comments, suggestions, or for a free PDF (no obligation) copy of an
"Egyptian Cartouche Cards-A Manual For Beginners" and, any conscious
spiritually compendium documents [usually 3-8 page PDF] contact Philip.
_____________________________________

Suggested resources:
The Way of The Cartouche, Hope, Murry, 1985, Angus & Robertson
Australia publishers, ISBN: 0-207-15251-9
https://biblio.com.au/the-way-of-cartouche-by-hope-murry/work/159198
https://www.ebay.com/c/1085211823
Egyptian Cartouche Cards - A Manual for Beginners, Philip Crouch, 2020
www.philipcrouch.org
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